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Black Hole Quantum Matter



  

Outline

➔  What is a quantum anomaly?
➔ Experimental demonstration !!

➔  Topological quantum matter = Chern Simons on Black holes 
➔ Quantum Hall physics

➔ CME 
➔ CVE 
➔ Superfluids

Outline



  

Popular views at times
somewhat inaccurate...

Quantum Anomalies



  

Anomalies

Ingredients to an anomaly:

➔Classical symmetry broken by quantization
 

➔Topology



  

Anomalies
Can one see this anomaly in experiment?



  

Quantum Anomalous Hall Effect

“Chern Insulator”

“Edge Current”

empty

occupied

Berry connection:

Berry curvature:

Topological invariant:

Quantized hall conductivity:
[TKNN] 1982
[Haldane] 1988
[Golterman, Jansen, Kaplan] 1992

particles

anti-particles

gap  mass

Cond-mat/Hep dictionary:Cond-mat/Hep dictionary:

“Band
structure”



  Matter = μ  and T

QAHE

Vacuum

Matter

Quantum field point of view:



  

Chiral Fermions have anomalies

➔Non-local in 2D

➔Local term in 3D

Anomalies

(Anomaly Inflow)➔Gauge Trafo:
[Callan, Harvey] 1985

➔“Gauge” anomaly



  Edge currents are also determined by anomaly Matter = μ  (and T)

QAHE

Vacuum

Matter

Quantum field point of view:



  

(Edge) Anomaly 

1 left handed + 1 right handed 

Particle creation

Holes = Anti-Particles



  



  

Chern Simons and Black Holes 

➔ Bulk insulator is described by effective Chern-Simons action

➔ Gauge invariance restored by chiral anomaly from edge modes

➔ Claim: edge modes are described by Chern-Simons on Black hole



  

Anomalous currents from black holes
Black Hole encodes “quantum matter” = T,μ

Hic sunt dracones

“We live here”

What we can see



  

Anomalous currents from black holes

3 dimensions:

Encodes chemical potential µ

Current of 2D Chiral Fermionl
(covariant vs consistent anomaly)
[Bardeen, Zumino] 1984



  

Anomalous currents from black holes

Gravitational CS term:

 2D Gravitational anomaly on boundary

 Important detail: vanishing extrinsic curvature on boundary!



  

Anomalous currents from black holes

Calculate current as before:

Energy current of chiral fermion

“Gravito-electric” potential
(Source for energy current)



  

No bulk thermal Hall current!

Application: thermal QHE

Vacuum

Matter



  

●Chiral Magnetic Effect:

Application: CME
4D anomalies and 5D Chern-Simons forms:

●Chiral Separation Effect:

●Chiral Vortical Effect:

➔ Superfluidity as BF theory:

“anomaly” in higher form symmetry = vortex creation

[Delacretaz, Hofman, Mathys] 2019

2nd sound 



  

The good news: 
you can survive them

Quantum Anomalies



  

 [Fan Zhang]

Summary

Thank you!
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